Dartmouth, B.L.C  Win Lax Contests From Engineers

The varaiy laxmen team ran in to some experienced opposition this past week, and dropped two games by big scores. On Saturday, the laxmen lost to Dartmouth, one of New England’s best, by a 16-3 score. Wednesday the Boston Laxmen Club took a 16-3 win over the Beavers.

Dartmouth Game

The Big Green brought a fast, well-drilled team of young giants down from Hanover to meet the Engineers, and the Cardinal and Grey was no match for their bats. Led by Jackson, who put four in goals, Dartmouth ran up a 7-3 half time lead and coasted to victory. Peter J. Corrigan ’82, John H. Murray ’82, and John R. Brown ’83 accounted for the three Tech goals.

The score by periods:

Dartmouth | 1 4 | 5—10
MIT | 1 1 | 3 (unassisted), Murray (Trevett)

The Boston Laxmen Club, a team of ex-collegiate stars living in the Boston area, jumped to a goal lead and was never in any danger, though they wiped the Beavers’ 10-4, Brooks led the charge with four goals, John Murray and Jack Brown turned up to score all three Tech goals in the final period. Once score the Engineers showed their lack of depth, as they could keep up with their more experienced opponents. B.L.C showed their lack of depth in the first half, but their individual ability outdistanced the Engineers.

The score by periods:

Dartmouth | 3 4 | 7—10
MIT | 2 1 | 3

Baseball

The Tech scored from page 21 to offset the math, earning the five run M.I.T. cushion and leaving the score at 5-2.

It was a heartbreaker for Sloss, to lose, as he hurled masterful ball. It was very easy that a pitcher gets better while giving up only two hits and no earned run. Valerio’s catching was splendid, and Captain Ron Thompson (Trevett) defensive hitting with left fielder Bob White. Thompson three out of a runner for phenomenal effort. Slipping on the roof and sliding uncontrollably on the slippery rooftop, Valerio’s catching was splendid, and Captain Ron Thompson (Trevett) defensive hitting.

White gasped a country mile to hurl a beautiful three-hit game, with only two two, omitting the rash of hits in the ninth. The losing pitcher was the Coast Guard’s Daniels.

Tech 5—Boston U. 1

On Monday afternoon Hugh Hauser followed in Sloss’s footsteps and hurled a beautiful three-hit ball game against a strong wind and Boston University to earn out on top of a 5-4 score. The game was close throughout with the outcome not being decided until the last out was registered. Hauser quickly moved out quickly the first two innings to take a two-run lead on two walks, an error by the pitcher, a tremendous blast to center by backstop Valerio and an out. B.U. but he had to buckle a strong wind which made it virtually impossible to throw a curve ball. The only criticism of his pitching was that he took too much time in his motion with men on base. B.U.’s fast team was quick to capitalize on this flaw. Other outstanding players were Ron Hoffman and Paul Valerio offensively against several all around good defensive catcher. Champion Ryan provided well deserve support from the bench.

M.I.T. outhit Boston U. 5-2. Hauser was the winner while Flynn got the loss.

HALLMARK CARDS INVITES YOU TO AN IMPORTANT TELEVISION EVENT

MR. MAURICE EVANS in his two-hour television production of WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE’s HAMLET

ON THE HALLMARK HALL OF FAME with Miss Sarah Churchill

Sunday afternoon, April 26, nationwide on NBC Television

Hallmark Cards proudly presents this first time for the television audience this complements two-hundredth anniversary of the most popular play ever written—Shakespeare’s immortal “Hamlet.”

It will air Mr. Maurice Evans with one of the most distinguished companies ever to appear on television. This special program is brought to you by Hallmark Cards and the story features those that are a part of our “Endless Programs” of bringing you the “very best” in entertainment.

Every Sunday throughout the year Hallmark Cards invites you to two dramatic programs honoring men and women—both famous and little known—who have helped make a home, happier world.

Every Sunday night—CBS network

Hallmark Cards presents the Hallmark Hall of Fame starring “The Very Best.”

Directed by Albert McChey.
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